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Abstract
Automated photo tagging has established itself as one of the most compelling
applications of deep learning. While deep convolutional neural networks have
repeatedly demonstrated top performance on standard datasets for classification,
there are a number of often overlooked but important considerations when de-
ploying this technology in a real-world scenario. In this paper, we present our
efforts in developing a large-scale photo tagging system for Flickr photo search.
We discuss topics including how to 1) select the tags that matter most to our
users; 2) develop lightweight, high-performance models for tag prediction; and
3) leverage the power of large amounts of noisy data for training. Our results
demonstrate that, for real-world datasets, training exclusively with this noisy data
yields performance on par with the standard paradigm of first pre-training on clean
data and then fine-tuning. In addition, we observe that the models trained with
user-generated data can yield better fine-tuning results when a small amount of
clean data is available. As such, we advocate for the approach of harnessing user-
generated data in large-scale systems.
1 Introduction
Photos play a central role in our lives. On a daily basis, we pick up our phones, open the camera, and
take photos. In turn, searching our personal photos has become one of the most compelling consumer
applications of deep learning. Our aim is to develop powerful image recognition models that can
be used to power features like search or recommendations in consumer photography products like
Flickr.
With deep neural networks being the de facto choice for image classification [21], training models
with thousands of classes and millions of parameters currently relies on access to large datasets
of annotated images, most commonly ImageNet [3], a crowdsourced dataset of 14 million images
crawled from web search using WordNet [24] synsets. ImageNet revolutionized the computer vision
and deep learning fields, and still remains the largest public annotated dataset to date. However, such
a dataset is not well suited to building models that can be deployed in consumer products such as
Flickr. Users’ interests span a larger variety of concepts, many of which are not part of ImageNet or
even WordNet, while at the same time ImageNet is strongly biased towards photos where a single
object appears in the center.
Moreover, given the non-negligible cost and latency, increasing the size of crowdsourced datasets
is not easy. On the other end, the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100M (YFCC) dataset [34] has
a much larger size but only contains user-generated annotations. Though not necessarily accurate,
these annotations are numerous and more directly reflect the users’ interests.
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In this paper, we argue that it is possible to train better models from scratch, without any other
source of “clean” data. To do so we use the annotations provided by our users via the photo titles,
tags, and descriptions. This results in a simpler workflow than the standard paradigm of pre-training
on a clean corpus (e.g., ImageNet) and then fine-tuning for the specific classification task [6]. This
is especially the case when developing novel neural network architectures, and we present a fast,
lightweight architecture, YFNet, developed with this workflow in mind. We also observe that the
YFNet models trained with user-generated content can yield better fine-tuning results when a small
amount of clean data is available—an added benefit to utilizing this type of data.
We believe these are important results as deep learning is applied to new domains where large
manually labeled datasets may not be available or allowed to be used for commercial purposes.
Related to this, we believe it is important to gain insights into the practical impact of label noise.
Our main contributions are as follow:
• We show that it is possible to train competitive models without access to “clean”, crowd-
sourced labels and by relying exclusively on user-generated content.
• We propose a low-computation neural network architecture that is suitable for large-scale
deployment.
• We present a principled method to select concepts for which to train classifiers.
• We propose a more realistic benchmark for the task of training models from noisy data.
• We propose a method with a human in the loop to calibrate the classifier scores, which is
critical when deploying such models in consumer photography products such as Flickr.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work in large-scale image clas-
sification. In Section 3 we detail our tag selection procedure and introduce the datasets used for
model selection and evaluation. We provide a description of the model architecture in Section 4 and
present experimental results in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss practical considerations related to
deployment and we conclude and give future directions in Section 7.
2 Related work
With the growing popularity of multimedia sharing apps such as Flickr, Google Photos, and Apple
Photos, there has been an increased interest in large-scale image classification and tag prediction.
Progress has largely been fueled by ImageNet [3], which has provided a public benchmark for
training and evaluating deep CNN architectures. Starting with Krizhevsky et al. in [21], there has
been a significant effort to develop novel architectures that yield increasingly better performance on
the ImageNet large-scale classification task [29, 32, 13].
In real-world applications, speed and memory footprint are often important considerations and as a
result there has been notable interest in developing powerful yet lightweight CNN architectures. One
common approach is to constrain the network to have low-precision or even binary weights, such as
in [28] or [2]. Another, adopted in this paper, is to “compress” a larger model to a smaller one using a
series of transformations. Iandola et al. in [15], for example, employ a series of architectural design
strategies (such as filter substitutions) to yield a well-performing CNN with dramatically reduced
computational complexity. Similarly, Han et al. in [9] reduce the number of parameters in several
state-of-the-art neural networks by pruning. He and Sun in [10] in turn demonstrate approaches
to modify a baseline model while preserving its time complexity, resulting in an architecture 20%
faster than AlexNet but with competitive ImageNet accuracy.
The other main challenge of tag prediction in the wild is the large amount of noise present in user
annotations, which has been addressed in varying ways. One is to explicitly model the noise, as
done in [25, 30, 17, 39]. Typically the label noise is modeled as a simple flip or swap. In contrast,
in [25] and [17], the authors model noise from missing, but visually present labels by introducing a
latent variable to capture labeled concepts separate from present ones. Veit et al. in [35] learn a more
complex noise model by training a parallel “label cleaning network” that leverages examples with
both noisy labels and human verified ones. Rather than use an explicit noise model, Denton et al.
in [4] use the WARP loss [37] to produce a set of embedding models for tag prediction. They are also
able to show improved results by incorporating user metadata into the embedding process. Wu et al.
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in [38] use a similar pairwise ranking loss to handle weakly labeled images and a triplet similarity
loss for unlabeled images. And most similar to our work, Joulin et al. in [18] train models on a
large collection of images and their associated titles and captions. The authors use the penultimate
layer of their models as a feature representation that yields competitive results on a number of tasks.
Beyond leading to powerful image representations, we show in this paper that the user annotations
can be used to train large-scale image classifiers that are useful in practical consumer photography
applications.
3 Datasets & tag selection
3.1 Datasets
At the heart of the success of deep neural networks for image classification is the availability of large
datasets of annotated photos such as the ImageNet corpus [3]. Indeed, progress in deep learning and
image recognition has been primarily driven by performance on the ImageNet benchmark. In recent
years, performance on this benchmark has arguably matched that of humans [12], leading to the
perception of image recognition as a solved problem. However, ImageNet was created using web
search queries and mostly features iconic images for each class. Hence, it does not adequately
capture the domain of consumer photos where the composition is typically more complex with
multiple objects appearing jointly. In addition, the list of classes was picked from the WordNet
hierarchy [24] and does not necessarily reflect what people care to find in their photos. As such,
models performing well on ImageNet cannot be applied directly to consumer photography problems
such as search or assisted tagging.
In contrast, datasets such as NUS-WIDE [1], COCO [22], Visual Genome (VG) [20], and Open
Images [19] are primarily crawled from Flickr and are therefore well adapted to the consumer pho-
tography domain. NUS-WIDE is a common benchmark for multi-label classification systems as
images typically contain multiple tags [8]. COCO additionally provides location information of
the objects pictured and serves as a popular benchmark for object detection [7] and segmentation
systems [27]. The more recent VG contains richer annotations such as object relationships. The
largest of these datasets, Open Images, contains ∼9M Flickr Creative Commons images with the
majority of labels provided by a pre-trained Inception-v3 model [33]. One undesirable effect of this
labeling approach is that models trained on this dataset have a dependency on the training dataset
for the Inception-v3 “labeler”, which is not known. Of the datasets most related to our desired use-
case, COCO and NUS-WIDE are rather small both in terms of number of images (a few hundred
thousand) and number of tags (around a hundred). State-of-the art performance on these datasets is
obtained by fine-tuning a deep neural network that was pre-trained on ImageNet. Hence, good per-
formance relies on access to a larger labeled dataset. More importantly, the list of concepts in these
datasets is ad-hoc and a small subset of what people are interested in identifying in their photos.
As such, we argue that the dataset best suited for training models designed with consumer pho-
tography applications in mind is the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100M Dataset [34] (YFCC)
dataset. It is one of the largest public multimedia datasets ever released, has statistics that are similar
to general Flickr photos, and can be used for research. Annotations are provided by Flickr users in
the form of photo titles, tags, and descriptions. Although there is a significant amount of noise in this
data, the annotations are extensive and cover thousands of concepts. Recent work has shown that
YFCC can be used to train image classifiers using a model pre-trained on ImageNet [17], as well
as to develop a powerful image representation without access to any additional source of accurately
annotated data [18]. In this paper we combine these two contributions and show that we can train
powerful image classifiers from the noisy annotations directly. Moreover, COCO and VG are built
using Flickr Creative Commons photos and have a large overlap with YFCC. Hence, we can use
COCO and VG as test sets to accurately measure the performance of our classifiers. We can also
measure the impact of training with noisy annotations by comparing with models that have been
trained on COCO and VG. See Section 5 for a discussion of the results.
Table 1 presents example images for five tags from the four datasets considered in this work: Im-
ageNet, YFCC, VG, and COCO. From the examples we do see that ImageNet concepts tend to be
larger and centrally biased within the images. The size and location of concepts in the other datasets
can vary significantly, for example in the case of the COCO “cup” and VG “mouse” images, re-
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spectively. The noise in the YFCC annotations is also evident, as shown it its “cup” and “mouse”
examples.
Dataset Tagbanana cup mouse pizza zebra
ImageNet
YFCC100M
Visual
Genome
COCO
Table 1: Example images for select tags from the four experimental datasets. ImageNet concepts
display a strong central bias when compared to the other datasets. The noise in the user annotation
for YFCC is also apparent.
3.2 Tag selection
In order to determine which tags our models ought to predict, we need to understand what users
are interested in searching or tagging in their photos. The standard paradigm in web search is to
leverage click logs to determine the most important queries. We argue that such data is currently of
limited value for personal search. Indeed, the ability to search one’s photos using computer vision
has only recently been implemented in consumer products such as Flickr, Google Photos, or Apple
Photos, and awareness of the feature remains limited.
We propose to use Flickr tags as a proxy for personal photo search query logs. By making the
assumption that a user tags a photo in order to have the ability for her and others to retrieve it at a
later time using search, we can think of a (photo, tag) pair as a (query, click) pair. Hence we can
leverage hundreds of millions of tags Flickr users have created over the last decade. We use YFCC
to determine the list of top tags for which we will train classifiers. We use Creative Commons photos
as their statistics are similar to general Flickr photos and they can easily be used for research.
Table 2 shows the tags that appear in most photos as well as the tags that have been used by the
most users. We observe that the tags that appear in the most photos (Table 2a) are not necessarily
relevant to train image classifiers. This is in part an artifact of third-party applications uploading to
Flickr—such as Instagram—that apply the tags “square” or “iphoneography” to every photo. Other
frequent tags such as “2010” can be easily obtained using photo EXIF data. When ranking using the
number of users who have used the tag at least once (Table 2b), the top tags are more relevant. As
such, we manually reviewed the top 10,000 tags and excluded tags in the following categories:
Numbers: A tag such as “2014” can easily be recovered using the photo EXIF data.
Location: Most photos nowadays are taken using mobile phone cameras and have GPS information
available. Although it is an interesting and active research problem to determine the location of a
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photo given only the pixels [40, 5], we believe location is better addressed in the context of also
having geo information available and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Non-english: We do not want to train redundant classifiers for “dog” and “chien”. We think it is
preferable to address internationalization as a separate system where a query in a different language
can be mapped to our existing set of classifiers.
“Sensitive” tags: Certain tags have a highly asymmetric miss/false-alarm cost for users (e.g., “old”
or “fat”) and a set of these tags was manually identified and excluded.
Our final concept vocabulary contains 4,562 tags and is found in the appendix.
(a) Number of photos with tag
Tag Count
square 1429645
iphoneography 1369398
square+format 1321876
instagram+app 1313837
california 1226796
nikon 1195576
travel 1195467
usa 1188344
2010 1109926
canon 1101769
(b) Number of users per tag
Tag Count
sunset 57658
beach 52701
water 50622
sky 49663
night 49497
snow 45656
flower 44822
tree 44806
red 42525
blue 42351
Table 2: YFCC tag statistics.
4 Model architecture
Though the trend in the computer vision community has been to use deeper and more complex
models to improve performance on ImageNet [29, 32, 14], computational complexity and model
size often make these models impractical for industrial applications. Hence we propose an archi-
tecture that is computationally much cheaper at inference time (less than 900M multiply-adds) than
state-of-the-art models while remaining competitive on the ImageNet benchmark. Although we are
ultimately interested in optimizing performance in the consumer photography domain, we use Im-
ageNet when searching for low-complexity architectures. The large body of work on this dataset
makes it easier to understand the impact of our design choices and benchmark our results against
well-known architectures.
4.1 Constrained Time Cost (CTC) model
We draw inspiration from the layer replacement strategy used by He and Sun in [10]. The authors
start with an initial architecture that is similar to AlexNet [21] with two differences: 1) they use a
spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) layer [11] after the last convolutional layer instead of max pooling;
and 2) the filter size for the first convolutional layer is 7×7 instead of 11×11. By substituting layers
with large filters (e.g., 5× 5) with a cascade of layers with smaller filters (e.g., 3× 3) performance
improves while preserving the computational complexity. Our resulting architectures are presented
in Table 3.
4.2 Deeper YFNet model
In an effort to improve upon the CTC models, we started with a deeper initial model, dubbed
“YFNet” (Yahoo-Flickr Network). As larger filters (e.g., 5 × 5) can be replaced with a cascade
of smaller filters [10, 33], our initial model, YFNet-A, consists solely of 3 × 3 convolutions other
than the 7 × 7 convolution in the first layer. For YFNet-A we replaced a 5 × 5 convolutional layer
in CTC-A with two 3 × 3 layers in Stage-2 and also added three 3 × 3 layers in Stage-4. Details
of the model are provided in Table 3. Adding a fourth stage makes YFNet-A computationally more
expensive (1117M operations) compared to the baseline CTC-J model (901M operations).
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Name Stage-1 Stage-2 Stage-3 Stage-4
CTC-A (7, 64)/2+3/3 (5, 128)+2/2 (3, 256)×3 —
CTC-J (7, 64)/2+3/3 (2, 128)×4+2/2 (2, 256)×4+3/3 (2, 2304)+(2, 256)
YFNet-A (7, 64)/2+3/3 (3, 128)×2+2/2 (3, 256)×3+3/3 (3, 512)×2+(3, 256)
YFNet-B (7, 64)/2+3/3 (1×3+3×1, 128)×2+2/2 (3, 256)×3+3/3 (3, 512)×2+(3, 256)
YFNet-C (7, 64)/2+3/3 (1×3+3×1, 128)×2+2/2 (1×3+3×1, 256)×3+3/3 (3, 512)×2+(3, 256)
YFNet-D (7, 64)/2+3/3 (1×3+3×1, 128)×2+2/2 (1×3+3×1, 256)×3+3/3 (1×3+3×1, 512)×2+(1×3+3×1, 256)
Table 3: Configurations of the CTC and YFNet models. The notation (s, n) represents the filter size and the
number of filters. ”/2” represents stride = 2 (default 1). ”×k” means the same layer configuration is applied
k times (not sharing weights). ”+” means another layer is followed. The “+m/m” notation refers to a pooling
layer. All convolutional layers are with batchnorm and ReLU. The feature map sizes of stages 2, 3, and 4 are
36× 36, 18× 18, and 6× 6, respectively.
Name Top-1 #Ops (M) #Params (M)
VGG16 0.684 15470 138
InceptionResNet-v2 0.804 13000 51
Inception-v3 0.780 4800 25
AlexNet 0.571 1135 62
YFNet-A 0.632 1117 80
YFNet-B 0.649 1068 78
YFNet-C 0.658 940 78
CTC-A 0.568 926 75
CTC-J 0.635 901 79
YFNet-D 0.664 877 78
Table 4: Comparison with well-known models on ImageNet ordered by number of multiply-add operations.
Top-1 accuracy is measured on the validation set using single center crop. Numbers of operations and parame-
ters are in millions.
To compensate for this added complexity we factored 3× 3 filters into a 3× 1 convolution followed
by a 1 × 3 convolution as in [33]. This reduces complexity by 33% while substituting with two
2 × 2 convolution layers only saves 11%. Interestingly, this approach also improved performance
as shown with models YFNet-B, C and D in Table 4. Compared to CTC-J, YFNet-D is deeper and
computationally less complex (877M vs 901M operations) while still achieving ∼3% higher top-1
accuracy on ImageNet.
In Table 4 we compare the performance of our models with other state-of-the-art architectures. We
see that YFNet-D significantly outperforms AlexNet for approximately the same computational cost.
Although top-1 accuracy is lower than Inception-v3 [33] and InceptionResNet-v2 [31], our model is
∼5.5x and ∼14.8x faster, respectively, in terms of operations.
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Figure 1: The Yahoo-Flickr Network (YFNet) architecture. YFNet-D pictured.
4.3 Training methodology
We used the open-source TensorFlowOnSpark infrastructure1 for training/testing our models. In our
experiments we used one executor with all 8 GPUs to train a model while training multiple models
in parallel on different executors.
Data Augmentation: For training and testing, a 221x221 image was randomly cropped from a
rescaled 256x256 image. During training, 10 views were cropped from the center, the four corners,
and their flipped versions. For testing only the center crop was used.
Settings: Unless otherwise stated, we used a mini-batch size of 256 and started with a learning rate
of 0.01 which we decreased by a factor of 10 every 20 epochs. We trained the network for 90 epochs.
The weight decay was set to 0.0005 and momentum 0.9. We added a batch normalization layer [16]
after each convolutional and fully-connected layer and used dropout in fully-connected layers with
dropout ratio of 0.2. The spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) connected to the last convolutional layer
has 4 levels: 6× 6, 3× 3, 2× 2, and 1× 1, totaling 50 bins. The four levels are concatenated before
feeding to the fully-connected layer.
5 Results
5.1 YFCC tag prediction
As mentioned in Section 2, there are many recent works that have dealt with training from noisy
labels. These efforts, however, usually model label noise unrealistically, e.g., through simple label
flips or the existence of outlier images. In our own analyses, we have observed that the most common
source of noise in user-generated data is, in fact, missing labels. For our YFCC models, we simply
trained using a randomized softmax that has been shown to perform well for multilabel classifica-
tion [18]. That is, for a given training image, we randomly selected a single target tag from among
the set of positive tags. As the average number of tags per image in this dataset (∼1.07 tags/image)
is small relative to the total number of tags, the effect of this randomization was anticipated to be
negligible.
In order to study the impact of dataset size, we generated datasets with k ∈ {1000, 2000, 4000}
samples per tag. The k samples per tag were selected by taking the top scoring photos using a linear
combination of the tf-idf matches between the tag and the photo’s title, description, and tags. Images
belonging to COCO or VG were excluded.
We evaluated our models on two manually annotated data-sets: COCO and VG. We used the COCO
validation set for testing, which contains 80 concepts, 67 of which overlap with our selected concepts
from YFCC. In the case of VG, we used a subset of the overall corpus obtained by first selecting as
concepts all objects that appear more than 80 times and cover more than 2.5% area in the image. This
resulted in 1432 concepts, 903 of which overlap with our YFCC ones. The images associated with
1https://yahooeng.tumblr.com/post/157196488076/open-sourcing-\
tensorflowonspark-distributed-deep
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these concepts are then partitioned into a training set for fine-tuning experiments and a validation
set for testing. The training set consists of ∼88k images and the validation set ∼17k images. We
note that the 903 concepts on which we report results in this paper could further be increased by a
few hundred concepts if attributes are considered in addition to objects. Although this is a fraction
of the tags we actually predict, it does give us the ability to report more accurate results.
In Table 5 we show the COCO and VG mean average precision (mAP) scores for models pre-trained
on ImageNet and trained from scratch on YFCC data. For YFCC models pre-trained on ImageNet,
training started with a learning rate of 0.001 and decreased by a factor of 10 every 10 epochs. When
training from scratch with YFCC data, we started with a learning rate of 0.01 and also decreased
it by factor of 10 every 10 epochs. The pre-trained and randomly-initialized models were trained
for a total of 25 and 35 epochs, respectively. The table headings “COCO67” and “VG903” reflect
the 67 and 903 tag overlap between YFCC and the two respective evaluation datasets. We observe
that, as with the ImageNet dataset, YFNet-D significantly outperforms CTC-J, with a 13% minimum
relative improvement for COCO and a 26% minimum relative improvement for VG. Regarding the
notable difference in mAP scores between COCO and VG, we have observed that many images in
VG are not exhaustively labeled which has in part contributed to the lower scores on that dataset.
As expected, performance improves with the number of training examples, further validating the
importance of data in training deep neural networks. More interestingly, the performance is similar
for a model trained from a random initialization and a model pre-trained on ImageNet. This is
particularly true for the larger training datasets and demonstrates that it is indeed possible to train
competitive image recognition models without access to “clean”, crowdsourced data.
Name Dataset Performance (mAP)Pre-train Train COCO67 VG903
CTC-J ILSVRC-1K YFCC-1K 0.374 0.082
YFNet-D ILSVRC-1K YFCC-1K 0.437 0.109
YFNet-D ILSVRC-1K YFCC-2K 0.456 0.115
YFNet-D ILSVRC-1K YFCC-4K 0.461 0.118
YFNet-D — YFCC-1K 0.422 0.103
YFNet-D — YFCC-2K 0.448 0.114
YFNet-D — YFCC-4K 0.459 0.118
Table 5: Results on COCO67 and VG903 datasets. We used 25 epochs for fine-tuning and 35 epochs for
training from scatch.
5.2 COCO and VG tag prediction
In addition to assessing the performance of our YFCC model for tag prediction on its own, we
investigated its ability to serve as a pre-trained model when a small amount of clean data is available
for fine-tuning. Table 6 presents results for COCO data and Table 7 presents results for VG. We adopt
the same convention where the number following the dataset abbreviation refers to the number of
tags under evaluation. For these fine-tuning experiments we used a learning rate of 0.1 and trained
on COCO and VG for 70 and 60 epochs, respectively.
For COCO, the ImageNet and YFCC pre-trained models achieve parity performance when the latter
is trained with 2,000 examples per tag. For VG, it is the model pre-trained with 1,000 YFCC
examples per tag that yields performance on par with the ImageNet pre-trained model. Furthermore,
as we increase the amount of training data, these YFCC pre-trained models outperform the ImageNet
one. In particular, the YFNet-D model pre-trained with the YFCC-4K data yields a 5% relative
improvement for the full VG dataset and 6.5% relative improvement for the 903 tag overlap with
our YFCC tags. For COCO the improvement when using the YFCC-4K data is not as evident, which
may be due to the many fewer tags in that corpus. Table 8 presents example top-5 predictions for
the best-performing YFNet-D models on COCO and VG, respectively.
Our observations are similar to the transfer learning results in [18]. The authors show on the Pas-
cal VOC benchmark that fine-tuning from YFCC improves performance over models that were pre-
trained on ImageNet for the AlexNet architecture. However they find the opposite for the GoogleNet
architecture. For both COCO and VG we also examined the performance of the Inception-v2 and
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Inception-ResNet-v2 for comparison. In both cases the relative performance exhibits a trend sim-
ilar to when training on ImageNet (see Table 4). For computational reasons we have not at this
time trained the Inception-v2 and Inception-ResNet-v2 architectures on the YFCC-4K dataset from
scratch. Hence, we do not report results comparing performance for these models when pre-trained
on the YFCC data.
We observe a significant performance gain when we have access to clean data to train the classifiers.
The performance on COCO67 increases from 0.459 to 0.637 on COCO67 when using COCO data
for fine-tuning, and from 0.118 to 0.181 on VG903 when using VG data for fine-tuning. We believe
that our proposed task—i.e., using YFCC exclusively for training and measuring performance on
COCO and VG—is particularly relevant for researchers interested in leveraging noisy labels. There
is a significant performance gap that remains to be closed. In addition, this task is more realistic
than existing approaches where noisy datasets are created by randomly flipping labels.
The results show that the weakly-supervised YFCC data can be effectively leveraged to train large-
scale image classification models. We obtain our best results when we use the YFCC data for
pre-training, and the clean labels for fine-tuning. Hence, as deep learning is applied in new areas,
this suggests a new paradigm of first harnessing all sources of labels, even if they are noisy, before
assembling a large crowdsourced dataset with clean labels.
Name Pre-train Dataset Performance (mAP)COCO67 COCO80
YFNet-D ILSVRC-1K 0.634 0.628
YFNet-D YFCC-1K 0.619 0.614
YFNet-D YFCC-2K 0.633 0.628
YFNet-D YFCC-4K 0.637 0.632
Inception-v3 ILSVRC-1K 0.711 0.707
Inception-ResNet-v2 ILSVRC-1K 0.739 0.735
Table 6: Fine-tuning results on COCO dataset. We used 70 epochs for fine-tuning.
Name Pre-train Dataset Performance (mAP)VG903 VG1432
YFNet-D ILSVRC-1K 0.170 0.144
YFNet-D YFCC-1K 0.169 0.141
YFNet-D YFCC-2K 0.174 0.147
YFNet-D YFCC-4K 0.181 0.151
Inception-v3 ILSVRC-1K 0.206 0.173
Inception-ResNet-v2 ILSVRC-1K 0.219 0.185
Table 7: Fine-tuning results on VG datasets. We used 60 epochs for fine-tuning.
6 Deployment
The primary goal when developing our classifiers is to improve features in products such as Flickr
search or photo recommendations. It is critical to have a separation of concerns between the core
recognition technology and downstream applications. Otherwise, spurious dependencies make these
systems harder to maintain, create technical debt, and ultimately slow down innovation. In order to
achieve such a separation, the classifiers’ output scores ought to be:
• Interpretable: An application developer needs to achieve the correct operating point in
the precision/recall trade-off in order to achieve product requirements. For example, recall
may be more important than precision for personal photo search. The most natural output
score is the posterior probability of a tag being present in an image, e.g. p(dog|image).
Also, having an interpretable representation makes it possible to deactivate a classifier in
the event of unacceptable edge-cases.
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Images and Predictions
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kite,
person,
back-
pack,
hand-
bag,
boat
baseball
glove,
baseball
bat,
sports
ball,
chair
tie,
person,
cell
phone,
couch,
cup
dining
table,
broccoli,
bowl,
spoon,
person
bicycle,
person,
motor-
cycle,
hand-
bag,
umbrella
bed, cat,
couch,
dog,
book
V
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ua
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en
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e
water,
tree,
bicycle,
grass,
fence
fork,
plate,
glass,
table,
knife
sheep,
grass,
man,
woman,
field
sky,
cloud,
horse,
grass,
man
kite, sky,
hill,
grass,
cloud
girl,
table,
plate,
shirt,
child
Table 8: Example top-5 predictions for select images from the COCO and VG validation dataset.
Incorrect predictions are in red.
• Consistent across tags: A score of 0.8 for the “cat” classifier should have the same mean-
ing as a score of 0.8 for the “flower” classifier. By using the posterior probability as the
classifier’s output for each tag, we ensure consistency in the interpretation of the scores.
• Consistent across versions: Image recognition is evolving fast and we need the ability
to release improved versions of our system without having to modify downstream compo-
nents. For example, if classifier scores in a new version had a different dynamic range,
additional logic would be required in order to jointly rank photos tagged by different ver-
sions and would increase technical debt.
To address this, we transform the pre-softmax activations into a posterior probability by using a
sigmoid function where we estimate a bias term for each class.
p(ci|x) = 1
1 + exp(−si(x)− bi) (1)
It is unfortunately difficult to estimate this bias as we are in a Positive/Unlabeled (P/U) setting [26].
In practice, photos from YFCC are not exhaustively labeled and therefore many negative examples
for a given tag may in fact be positive. It has been shown that it is not possible to accurately estimate
the posterior probability unless the empirical distribution of the class is known [36].
In order to understand how our image classifiers will perform “in the wild”, we apply our classifiers
to 100,000 photos sampled at random from YFCC that are not in the training set. We built a simple
web app to visualize the-top scoring photos for each classifier. This makes it possible to determine
whether the classifier is able to extract relevant photos. Using the web application we can also
manually set the bias term bi in order to approximate the posterior probability. To do this, we
visualize images with posterior probability around 0.9 and adjust the bias until we observe that 9
out of 10 are correct. Though this process is cumbersome and error-prone, when deploying these
algorithms in our products, we think that manual calibration remains critical and further automation
of this calibration step is an area of ongoing research.
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7 Conclusion & future directions
In this paper we aimed to shed light on the process of developing a large-scale, state-of-the-art
tagging system for photo search. We have identified and discussed the most relevant engineering
challenges including tag selection, training dataset creation, as well as development, training, and
calibration of the classification model. In addition, we have developed novel architectures that per-
form well in the consumer photo domain, where the scale of the data and noisiness of the annotations
present significant challenges. Using only noisy user-generated annotations and our YFNet archi-
tecture, we are able to train a model that achieves tag prediction performance competitive with a
model pre-trained on ImageNet data. With the growing number of photos being uploaded, we be-
lieve that training with noisy labels from corpora like YFCC is an important problem for large-scale
image classification and is highly applicable in many commercial domains. Moreover, we believe
that training models on YFCC and testing on Visual Genome is a good benchmark for research in
this area. For Visual Genome, we are currently expanding test classes to include not just entities
but also attributes and relationships. We are also exploring more expressive loss functions with an
explicit noise model, and on the model architecture side, fully-convolutional networks [23] which
offer the promise of being better able to recognize small but relevant visual concepts within a photo.
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A Appendix
List of all 4562 Flickr tags.
cabandoned
abbey
aboriginal
abstract
academy
access
accessories
accident
accordion
ace
acid
acorn
acoustic
acrobat
acropolis
acrylic
act
action
activism
actor
actress
ad
adobe
adorable
adult
advent
adventure
advert
advertising
aerial
aftermath
afternoon
agave
age
agriculture
aids
air
air+force
air+show
airborne
airbus
aircraft
airfield
airlines
airplane
airport
airshow
aisle
alarm
albino
album
alcohol
ale
algae
alien
alive
alley
alleyway
alliance
alligator
almond
aloe
alone
alpaca
alpha
alphabet
alpine
alps
alt
altar
alter
alternative
altitude
alto
aluminum
alumni
amaryllis
amateur
amazing
ambassador
amber
ambient
ambulance
american+flag
amour
amp
amphibian
amphitheater
amplifier
amusement
amusement+park
analog
analogue
anarchy
anatomy
anchor
ancient
android
anemone
angel
anger
angle
angry
animal
anniversary
annual
anonymous
ant
antelope
antenna
anti
antique
antlers
apartment
ape
apocalypse
appetizer
apple
apricot
apron
aqua
aquarium
aquatic
aqueduct
arachnid
arbor
arboretum
arc
arcade
arch
archaeology
archery
architect
architecture
archive
archway
arctic
area
arena
arm
armor
army
around
arrival
arrow
arsenal
art
art+deco
art+gallery
art+museum
artichoke
artificial
artillery
artisan
artist
artsy
artwork
ash
ashtray
asleep
asparagus
aspen
asphalt
assembly
association
astronaut
astronomy
astrophotography
asylum
atelier
athletics
atlas
atmosphere
atomic
atrium
attack
attention
attic
attitude
attraction
auburn
auction
audience
audio
auditorium
august
aunt
aurora
author
auto
autograph
automatic
automobile
automotive
autumn
autumn+leaves
available+light
avatar
avenue
avian
aviary
aviation
avocado
award
away
awesome
awning
azalea
babe
baboon
baby
baby+shower
back
background
backpack
backstage
backyard
bacon
bad
badge
badger
badlands
badminton
bag
bagel
bagpipes
bailey
baker
bakery
baking
balance
balcony
bald
bald+eagle
bale
ball
ballerina
ballet
balloon
ballpark
ballroom
bamboo
banana
band
bandstand
bang
banjo
bank
banner
banquet
baptism
baptist
bar
barbecue
barbed
barbed+wire
barber
barbie
bare
barefoot
barge
bark
barley
barn
baroque
barracks
barrel
barrier
barrio
bartender
basalt
base
baseball
basement
basil
basin
basket
basketball
basque
bass
bat
bath
bathroom
bathtub
batman
battery
battle
battlefield
battleship
bauhaus
bay
bazaar
beach
beacon
beads
beagle
beak
beam
beanie
beans
bear
beard
beast
beat
beautiful
beaver
beck
bed
bedroom
bee
beech
beef
beehive
beer
beetle
beggar
begging
behind
beige
bell
bell+tower
belly
belt
bench
bend
benefit
bent
beret
berries
best
beta
beverage
bible
bicycle
big
big+ben
big+wheel
bike
bike+ride
biker
bikini
bill
billboard
billiards
billy
bin
bingo
binoculars
bio
biology
biplane
birch
bird
bird+feeder
bird+of+prey
birdhouse
birth
birthday
birthday+cake
birthday+party
biscuits
bishop
bison
bistro
bite
bizarre
black
black+and+white
black+cat
black+swan
blackberry
blackbird
blackboard
blacksmith
blade
blank
blanket
bleak
blender
blimp
blinds
bliss
blitz
blizzard
block
blog
blogger
blonde
blood
bloody
bloom
blossom
blow
blue
blue+eyes
blue+hour
blue+skies
bluebells
blueberry
bluebird
bluegrass
bluff
blur
blurry
boa
boar
board
board+game
boardwalk
boat
boathouse
bobby
bobcat
bodega
body
bog
boiler
bokeh
bola
bold
bollard
bolt
bomb
bombardier
bomber
bond
bones
bonfire
bonnet
bonsai
boo
book
bookshelf
bookshop
bookstore
boom
booth
boots
booze
border
border+collie
bored
born
borough
boss
botanic+gardens
botanical
botanical+garden
botany
bottle
bottom
bougainvillea
boulder
boulevard
bounce
bouquet
bourbon
boutique
bow
bowling
box
boxer
boy
boyfriend
bra
bracelet
brain
brake
branches
brand
brass
bravo
bread
break
breakfast
breakwater
breast
breathtaking
breeze
brewery
brewing
brick
brick+lane
brick+wall
bridal
bride
bridesmaid
bridge
bright
broadcast
broccoli
broken
bronze
brook
broom
brother
brown
brownie
brunch
brunette
brush
bubbles
buck
bucket
bud
buddy
buffalo
buffet
bug
buggy
building
bulb
bull
bulldog
bulldozer
bullet
bum
bumble
bumble+bee
bumblebee
bumper
bun
bunch
bungalow
bunker
bunny
bunting
buoy
buoyant
burger
burgundy
burial
buried
burlesque
burn
burning+man
burnt
burrito
burro
burst
bus
bus+station
bus+stop
buses
bush
business
busker
busking
bust
butcher
butte
butter
buttercup
butterfly
button
buy
buzz
buzzard
byzantine
cab
cabaret
cabbage
cabin
cabinet
cable
cable+car
caboose
cacti
cactus
cafe
cafeteria
cage
cairn
cake
caldera
calendar
calf
calico
call
calligraphy
calm
cam
camel
camellia
camera
camera+phone
camouflage
campaign
campanile
camper
campfire
campground
camping
campsite
campus
canada+geese
canada+goose
canal
canard
canary
cancer
candid
candle
candlelight
candy
cane
canine
cannon
canoe
canopy
cans
canton
canvas
canyon
cap
cape
capital
capitol
cappuccino
capsule
captain
capture
car
car+park
car+show
car+wash
caramel
caravan
carbon
card
cardboard
cardigan
cardinal
care
cargo
carnival
carousel
carp
carpet
carriage
carrier
carrot
carry
cart
cartel
cartoon
carving
cascade
case
cash
casino
cassette
cast
castle
casual
cat
catamaran
catch
caterpillar
catfish
cathedral
catholic
cattle
catwalk
caught
cauliflower
causeway
caution
cave
cavern
cedar
ceiling
celebration
celery
cell
cell+phone
cellar
cello
cellphone
cement
cemetery
centennial
center
central
century
ceramic
cereal
ceremony
chad
chain
chainsaw
chair
chaise
chalet
chalk
chalkboard
challenge
chamber
chameleon
champagne
champion
championship
champs
chandelier
change
channel
chaos
chapel
character
charcoal
charger
charity
charlie
charm
chart
chase
chat
cheap
check
cheddar
cheerleaders
cheers
cheese
cheeseburger
cheesecake
cheetah
chef
chemistry
cherry
cherry+blossom
cherub
chess
chest
chestnut
chi
chic
chick
chickadee
chicken
chief
chihuahua
child
childhood
children
chili
chill
chimney
chimp
chimpanzee
chine
chinese+food
chipmunk
chips
chocolate
choice
choir
chopper
chopsticks
christian
christmas+decorations
christmas+lights
christmas+market
christmas+party
christmas+tree
chrome
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chrysanthemum
chuck
church
churchyard
chute
cicada
cider
cigar
cigarette
cine
cinema
cinnamon
circle
circuit
circular
circus
cirque
citadel
citrus
city
city+hall
city+lights
cityscape
civic
civil
clam
class
classic
classic+car
classroom
claw
clay
clean
cleaner
cleanup
clear
cleavage
clematis
cliff
climate
climate+change
climber
climbing
clinic
clip
clock
clock+tower
cloister
clone
close
close+up
closet
closeup
clothes
clothesline
clouds
cloudy
clover
clown
club
cluster
clutter
coach
coal
coast
coast+guard
coastal
coaster
coastline
coat
coat+of+arms
cobbles
cobblestone
cobra
cobweb
coca
cockatoo
cockpit
cocktail
coco
cocoa
coconut
cod
code
coffee
coffee+shop
coffeeshop
coffin
coil
coin
coke
col
cold
coliseum
collaboration
collage
collapse
collar
collection
college
collie
colonial
color
columbine
columns
combat
comedy
comet
comfort
comic
commencement
commerce
commercial
common
communist
community
commute
compact
company
comparison
compass
competition
complex
composition
compost
computer
con
concentration
concept
conceptual
concert
concerto
concord
concrete
condensation
condo
condor
conductor
cone
conference
confetti
congress
connection
conservation
conservatory
console
constellation
constitution
construction
construction+site
contact
container
contemplation
contemporary
contemporary+art
contest
continental
contrail
contrast
control
convention
convention+center
conversation
convertible
cookies
cooking
cool
cooler
coop
cooper
coot
copper
cops
copy
cor
coral
cord
cores
cork
cormorant
corn
corner
corona
corporate
corrida
corridor
corrugated
corset
corvette
cosmos
cosplay
costume
cottage
cotton
couch
cougar
council
counter
country
countryside
county
coupe
couple
course
court
courthouse
courtyard
cousins
cove
cover
cow
cowboy
cowgirl
coyote
cozy
crab
crack
crackers
craft
cranberry
crane
crap
crash
crate
crater
crawl
crayon
crazy
cream
creation
creative
creature
creek
creepy
crepe
crescent
crest
crew
crib
cricket
crime
crisis
crisp
critical+mass
crochet
crocodile
crocus
croissant
crooked
crop
cross
cross+country
crossroads
crosswalk
crow
crowd
crown
crucifix
cruise
cruise+ship
cruiser
crust
crusty
crying
crypt
crystal
cube
cubs
cucumber
cuddle
cuisine
culture
cumulus
cup
cupcakes
cupola
curb
curiosity
curious
curls
curly
currency
current
curry
curtain
curve
cushion
custom
cut
cute
cutout
cyan
cycling
cyclist
cyclone
cypress
dachshund
dad
daddy
daffodil
dahlia
daily
dairy
daisy
dale
dam
damage
dame
damp
damselfly
dance
dancer
dandelion
danger
danish
dark
dart
dash
dashboard
data
date
daughter
dawn
day
daylight
daytime
dead
dead+tree
dean
death
debate
debris
decay
deck
decoration
dedication
deep
deer
defense
delete
delft
deli
delicate
delicious
delivery
dell
delta
demo
democracy
democrat
demolition
demon
demonstration
den
denim
dentist
department
departure
depot
depression
depth
depth+of+field
derby
derelict
desert
design
desire
desk
desktop
desolate
dessert
destroyed
destruction
detail
development
device
devil
dew
diagonal
diagram
dial
diamond
diary
dice
die
diesel
diet
different
dig
digger
digital
digital+art
dilapidated
dim
dim+sum
diner
dining
dining+room
dinner
dinosaur
diorama
dip
diptych
direction
director
dirt
dirt+road
dirty
disaster
disc
discarded
disco
discovery
discussion
dish
disk
display
disposable
distance
distillery
distortion
district
disused
ditch
diver
diversity
diving
division
diy
dock
docklands
doctor
documentary
dodge
doe
dof
dog
dog+park
doggy
dogwood
doll
dollar
dolphin
dome
domestic
donation
donkey
donuts
doodle
doom
door
doorway
dorm
dots
double
dough
doughnut
dove
downhill
downtown
drag
dragon
dragonfly
drain
drake
drama
dramatic
drawbridge
drawing
dreadlocks
dream
dreamy
dress
drew
drift
driftwood
drill
drink
drip
driver
driveway
driving
droid
droplets
drops
drought
drugs
drummer
drums
drunk
dry
duck
ducklings
dude
duke
dumbo
dummy
dump
dumplings
dumpster
dunes
duo
dusk
dust
dusty
dwarf
dye
dynamic
eagle
early
early+morning
ears
earth
earthquake
east
eastern
easy
eating
echo
eclipse
ecology
economy
edge
edible
edited
editorial
education
eel
eerie
effect
egg
eggplant
ego
egret
eiffel+tower
eight
elder
elderly
election
electric
electronics
elegant
elementary
elements
elephant
elevator
elf
elite
elk
email
embankment
embassy
emblem
embrace
embroidery
emerald
emergency
emirates
emotion
emperor
empire
empire+state+building
empty
emu
end
endangered
energy
engagement
engine
engraving
enjoy
enterprise
entertainment
entrance
entry
envelope
environment
environmental
epic
equality
equestrian
equipment
erosion
erotic
error
escalator
escape
esplanade
espresso
estate
estuary
ethnic
eucalyptus
eureka
evening
event
everglades
evergreen
everyday
evil
evolution
excavator
excellence
exchange
excursion
exercise
exhaust
exhibition
exit
exotic
expensive
experiment
experimental
expired
exploration
explosion
expo
exposed
exposition
expression
extension
exterior
extra
extreme
eyeball
eyelashes
eyes
fabric
facade
face
factory
faded
fail
failure
fair
fairground
fairy
faith
fake
falcon
fall
fall+colors
fallen
fame
family
famous
fan
fancy
fancy+dress
fantastic
fantasy
far
farewell
farm
farmer
farmer
farmers+market
farmhouse
farmland
faro
fashion
fashion+show
fast
fast+food
fat
father
faucet
fauna
favorite
fawn
fear
feast
feathers
federal
fedora
feeder
feeding
feeling
feet
feline
felt
female
fence
fender
fern
ferret
ferris+wheel
ferry
fest
festival
fetch
fetish
fiber
fiction
fiddle
field
field+trip
fiesta
fife
fig
fight
fighter
figure
figurine
film
filters
fin
final
finance
financial
finch
fine
fine+art
finger
finish
fir
fire
fire+department
fire+engine
fire+escape
fire+hydrant
fire+station
fire+truck
firefighter
firefly
fireman
firemen
fireplace
firetruck
firewood
fireworks
first
fish
fish+and+chips
fish+market
fisher
fisherman
fishermen
fisheye
fishing+boat
fist
fitness
five
fixed
fjord
flag
flagpole
flagstaff
flame
flamenco
flamingo
flare
flash
flashlight
flashmob
flat
flatiron
flea
flea+market
fleet
flight
flip
float
flock
flood
floor
flora
floral
flour
flow
flower
fluff
fluffy
fluorescent
flute
fly
flyover
foam
fog
foggy
foil
folding
foliage
folk
folklore
folly
fondue
font
food
food+porn
foot
football
footbridge
footpath
footprints
footsteps
for+sale
forbidden
force
ford
forest
forever
forgotten
fork
form
formal
formation
formula
fort
fortification
fortress
fortune
forum
fossil
foster
found
foundation
fountain
foursquare
fourth
fowl
fox
foxglove
foyer
fractal
frame
freak
freckles
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free
freedom
freestyle
freeway
freeze
freight
french
french+fries
fresh
fridge
friendly
friends
friendship
fries
fringe
frog
front
frost
frosty
frozen
fruit
fuchsia
fudge
fuel
full
full+moon
fun
fundraiser
funeral
funfair
fungi
fungus
funicular
funk
funky
funny
fur
furnace
furniture
furry
fusion
future
futuristic
fuzzy
gadget
gala
galaxy
galleria
gallery
gambling
game
gang
gap
garage
garbage
garden
gargoyle
garland
garlic
gas
gas+station
gasoline
gate
gateway
gathering
gator
gauge
gay+pride
gaze
gazebo
gazelle
gear
gecko
geek
geese
geisha
gel
general
genesis
gent
geography
geology
geometric
geometry
geothermal
geranium
geyser
gherkin
ghetto
ghost
ghost+town
giant
gift
gig
gimp
gin
ginger
gingerbread
giraffe
girl
girlfriend
glace
glacier
glamour
glare
glass
glen
glider
glitch
glitter
global
global+warming
globe
gloomy
glory
gloves
glow
glue
gnome
go
goal
goat
god
goddess
goggles
gold
golden
golden+gate+bridge
golden+hour
golden+retriever
goldfinch
goldfish
golf
golf+course
gondola
gone
good
goodbye
goofy
goose
gore
gorge
gorgeous
gorilla
gospel
goth
gourmet
government
governor
gown
grab
grace
grad
grade
gradient
graduation
graffiti
grain
grainy
gran
grand
grand+canyon
grandfather
grandma
grandmother
grandpa
grandparents
granite
granny
grant
grapefruit
grapes
graph
graphic
graphic+design
grass
grasshopper
grassland
grate
grave
gravel
gravestone
graveyard
gravity
gravy
gray
grazing
grease
great
great+blue+heron
green
green+eyes
green+tea
greenery
greenhouse
greeting
greyhound
grid
griffin
grill
grin
grind
grizzly
grocery
grocery+store
groom
gross
grotto
ground
group
grove
growing
growth
grumpy
grunge
guard
guardian
guest
guide
guitar
guitarist
gulf
gull
gum
gun
gutter
guy
gym
gymnastics
gypsy
habitat
hack
hackney
hail
hair
haircut
hairy
half
hall
halloween
hallway
halo
ham
hamburger
hammer
hammock
hamster
hand
handbag
handle
handmade
handrail
handsome
handwriting
hangar
hanger
hanging
happy
happy+birthday
happy+hour
harbor
hard
hardcore
hardware
hare
harley+davidson
harmonica
harmony
harp
harry
harvest
hat
hatch
hate
haunted
hawk
hawker
hay
hazard
haze
hazel
hazy
hdr
head
headband
headless
headlights
headphones
headquarters
headstone
health
healthy
heart
heat
heater
heath
heather
heaven
heavy
hedge
hedgehog
heels
heights
helicopter
hell
hello
helmet
help
hen
henna
herbs
herd
heritage
hermitage
hero
heron
hibiscus
hidden
hiding
high
high+contrast
high+dynamic+range
high+line
high+school
highlands
highschool
highway
hiking
hill
hillside
hinge
hip
hip+hop
hippie
hippo
hippopotamus
hipster
historic
history
hit
hive
ho
hobby
hockey
hog
holding
hole
holiday
hollow
holly
holocaust
holy
home
homecoming
homeless
homemade
homer
homestead
homework
honey
honeybee
honeymoon
honor
hood
hook
hookah
hoop
hoover
hop
hope
hopper
horizon
horizontal
hornet
horns
horror
horse
horseshoe
hose
hospital
hostel
hot
hot+air+balloon
hot+chocolate
hot+dog
hot+rod
hot+springs
hotel
hotel+room
hound
hour
house
houseboat
hub
hue
hug
huge
hula
hulk
hull
human
hummer
hummingbird
humor
hunger
hungry
hunter
hunting
hurricane
hurt
husband
husky
hut
hyacinth
hybrid
hydrangea
hydrant
ibis
ice
ice+cream
ice+skating
ice+storm
iceberg
icicles
icon
icy
idea
identity
idol
iguana
illegal
illumination
illusion
illustration
imagination
immigration
impact
impala
imperial
inauguration
incense
independence
indie
indigenous
indigo
indoor
industrial
infant
infinity
inflatable
information
infrared
infrastructure
injury
ink
inlet
inn
inner
innocent
innovation
insane
inscription
insect
inside
inspiration
installation
instant
institute
instructions
instrument
intense
interactive
interesting
interface
interior
international
internet
intersection
interstate
interview
invader
invasion
inverted
invitation
iris
iron
ironwork
irony
irrigation
island
isle
isolated
ivory
ivy
jack-o-lantern
jacket
jade
jaguar
jail
jam
japanese+food
japanese+garden
jar
jasmine
java
jay
jazz
jeans
jeep
jelly
jellyfish
jenny
jet
jetty
jewel
jewelry
job
joey
jogging
joint
joke
joker
journal
journey
joy
jubilee
jug
juggler
juggling
juice
jumbo
jump
jumper
junction
jungle
junior
juniper
junk
justice
juvenile
kaiser
kale
kaleidoscope
kangaroo
karaoke
karate
kart
kayak
kebab
keep
kelp
kestrel
ketchup
kettle
key
keyboard
keynote
kick
kids
kill
killer
kilt
kimono
kind
kinder
kindergarten
kindle
king
kingdom
kingfisher
kiosk
kiss
kit
kitchen
kite
kitsch
kitten
kitty
kiwi
knee
knife
knight
knitting
knives
knob
knot
koala
kookaburra
lab
label
labor
laboratory
labyrinth
lac
lace
ladder
lady
ladybird
ladybug
lager
lagoon
lake
lakeside
lama
lamb
lamp
lamp+post
lamppost
land
landmark
landscape
lane
language
lantern
lap
lapse
laptop
large
larva
laser
last
late
latte
lattice
laugh
laughter
launch
laundromat
laundry
laurel
lava
lavender
law
lawn
lax
layers
laying
layout
lazy
lead
leader
leadership
leaf
league
leak
leaning
leap
learning
leash
leather
leaves
lecture
led
ledge
left
legacy
legal
legend
legs
leisure
lemon
lemonade
lemur
lens+flare
lenses
lensflare
leopard
lesson
letterbox
letters
lettuce
level
liberty
library
license
license+plate
lichen
lick
lid
lido
life
lifeboat
lifeguard
lifestyle
lift
light
light+bulb
light+painting
light+rail
light+trails
lightbulb
lighter
lighthouse
lightning
lightpainting
like
lilac
lily
lime
limestone
limited
limo
limousine
linen
lines
lingerie
link
lion
lioness
lips
lipstick
liquid
liquor
list
listening
lit
literature
litter
little
little+girl
live
live+music
livemusic
livestock
living+room
lizard
llama
lobby
lobster
local
location
lock
locomotive
lodge
loft
log
logo
lollipop
london+eye
loneliness
lonely
long
long+hair
looking
looking+up
lookout
loop
lord
lorry
lost
lot
lotus
loud
lounge
love
lovers
low
low+light
low+tide
lower
lowlight
luau
luck
lucky
luggage
lumber
lunar
lunar+eclipse
lunch
lush
luxury
lying
lynx
lyrics
mac
macaw
macbook+pro
machine
machinery
macro
mad
made
magazine
magenta
magic
magnet
magnolia
magpie
maid
mail
mailbox
main
maintenance
majestic
major
make
make+up
maker
maker+faire
makeup
male
mall
mallard
mammal
mammoth
man
management
mandala
mandarin
mango
mangrove
manhole
manifestation
manila
manipulation
manly
mannequin
manor
mansion
mantis
manual
many
map
maple
maple+leaf
marathon
marble
march
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marching+band
margarita
marijuana
marina
marine
maritime
mark
marker
market
marketplace
marmot
maroon
marquee
married
mars
marsh
marshmallow
martial+arts
martini
marvel
mas
mascot
mask
mason
masonry
masquerade
mass
massage
massive
mast
master
mat
match
material
maternity
math
mating
matrix
mattress
mausoleum
mauve
max
may
mayday
mayo
mayor
maze
meadow
meal
meat
mechanical
medal
media
medical
medicine
medieval
meditation
medium
meeting
melon
melting
meme
memorial
men
menu
meow
mercury
mermaid
merry
mesa
mesh
mess
message
messy
met
meta
metal
meteor
meter
metro
metropolis
metropolitan
mice
mickey
micro
microphone
microscope
microwave
middle
midi
midnight
midtown
midway
migration
miles
military
milk
milkshake
milkweed
milky+way
mill
millennium
miller
mime
mimosa
minaret
mind
mine
mineral
mini
miniature
minimal
minimalist
minister
minor
minster
mint
mirage
mirror
misc
miss
missile
mission
mist
mistake
misty
mittens
mix
mixer
moat
mob
mobile
mobile+phone
mod
mode
model
modern
modern+art
modified
moi
mold
mole
molly
mom
moment
monarch
monastery
money
monitor
monk
monkey
mono
monochrome
monolith
monopoly
monorail
monotone
monsoon
monster
montage
monument
moo
mood
moody
moon
moonlight
moor
moose
moped
morning
morning+glory
mortar
mosaic
mosque
mosquito
moss
mostly+cloudy
motel
moth
mother
motion
motion+blur
motocross
motor
motorbike
motorcycle
motorway
mound
mount
mountain
mountain+bike
mourning
mouse
mousse
mouth
movement
movie
moving
mozzarella
mud
muddy
muffin
mug
mule
multiple
mum
mummy
municipal
mural
murder
muscle
muse
museum
mushroom
music
music+festival
musician
mussels
mustache
mustang
mustard
mutt
mystery
mystic
mythology
nails
naked
name
nap
napkin
napoleon
narcissus
narrow
natal
national
native
native+american
natural+light
nature
naughty
nautical
naval
nave
navigation
navy
near
neck
necklace
nectar
needle
negative
neighborhood
nelson
neon
neon+sign
nephew
nerd
nest
net
network
new
newborn
news
newspaper
newton
next
nick
niece
night
night+photography
night+shot
night+sky
night+time
nightclub
nightfall
nightlife
nightmare
nighttime
ninja
no+parking
no+smoking
noise
noodles
noon
normal
north
northeast
northern
northern+lights
northwest
nose
nostalgia
note
notebook
nothing
notice
nova
novel
nuclear
nude
numbers
nun
nurse
nursery
nutcracker
nuts
oak
oasis
obelisk
obey
object
observation
observatory
occupy
ocean
octopus
odd
office
official
oil
old
old+car
old+city
old+house
old+man
old+school
olive
olive+oil
olympic+stadium
om
ominous
one+way
onion
online
oops
open
open+house
opera
optical
oracle
orange
orangutan
orb
orchard
orchestra
orchid
order
organic
oriental
origami
original
ornament
ornate
orthodox
osprey
ostrich
otter
ouch
out+of+focus
outback
outdoors
outfit
outhouse
outing
outlet
outline
outside
oval
oven
overcast
overexposed
overgrown
overhead
overlook
overpass
owl
ox
oyster
pace
pack
packaging
pad
paddle
paddock
paddy
padlock
paella
page
pagoda
pain
paintball
painter
painting
pair
pajamas
palace
pale
palm
palm+tree
pan
pancakes
panda
pane
panel
panorama
panoramic
pansy
pantheon
panther
pants
papa
papaya
paper
para
parachute
parade
paradise
paragliding
parakeet
parallel
parasol
pared
parents
parish
park
parking+garage
parking+lot
parkway
parliament
parrot
parsley
parts
party
pass
passage
passenger
passion
passport
past
pasta
pastel
pastor
pastry
pasture
pat
patch
patchwork
path
pathway
patio
patriotic
patrol
pattern
pause
pavement
pavilion
paving
paw
payphone
peace
peach
peacock
peak
peanuts
pear
pearl
peas
pebbles
pedal
pedestrian
pee
peek
peeling
peeps
pelican
pen
pencil
pendant
penguin
peninsula
penny
pensive
peony
people
pepper
perch
percussion
perfect
performance
perfume
person
personas
perspective
pest
pesto
pet
petals
petrol
pews
phantom
pharmacy
pheasant
philosophy
phone
phone+booth
photographer
photojournalism
physics
pi
piano
pic
pick
pickles
pickup
picnic
pie
piece
pier
piercing
pig
pigeon
piglet
pike
pile
pilgrim
pilgrimage
pillar
pillow
pills
pilot
pin
pinata
pinball
pine
pine+tree
pineapple
pinhole
pink
pint
pioneer
pipe
piper
pirate
pistol
pit
pitbull
pitch
pitcher
pixel
pizza
pizzeria
place
plaid
plain
plan
plane
planet
planetarium
plant
plantation
planter
plaque
plasma
plaster
plastic
plate
plateau
platform
play
player
playground
plaza
please
pleasure
plow
plug
plum
plumbing
plume
plus
plush
pocket
pod
podcast
podium
poem
poet
poetry
poinsettia
point
poison
poker
polar
pole
police
police+car
policeman
polish
politics
pollen
pollution
polo
pomegranate
pond
pony
poo
poodle
pooh
pool
poor
pop
pop+art
popcorn
pope
poplar
poppy
popular
porcelain
porch
pork
port
portable
portal
porter
portfolio
portico
portrait
portraiture
pose
post
post+office
post-it
postal
postbox
postcard
poster
pot
potato
potter
pottery
poultry
pour
poverty
powder
power
power+lines
power+plant
power+station
powerline
pr
practice
prairie
prank
pray
prayer
praying+mantis
predator
pregnancy
pregnant
prehistoric
premiere
preparation
presents
preserve
president
presidential
press
pretty
pretzel
prey
price
pride
priest
primary
primate
prime
primrose
prince
princess
print
printer
prism
prison
private
prize
processing
produce
product
professional
professor
profile
program
progress
project
projector
prom
promenade
promo
promotion
prop
propaganda
propeller
property
protection
protest
prototype
proud
psychedelic
pub
public
public+art
public+library
public+transport
published
pudding
puddle
puffin
pug
pull
puma
pump
pumpkin
pumpkin+patch
punch
punk
pup
puppet
puppy
pure
purple
purse
push
puzzle
pylon
pyramid
python
quad
quail
quality
quarry
quarter
quartz
quay
queen
question
queue
quick
quiet
quilt
quote
rabbit
raccoon
race
racer
racetrack
rack
rad
radar
radiator
radio
radish
rafting
rail
railroad
railway
railway+station
rain
rain+drops
rainbow
raindrops
rainforest
rainier
rainy
rainy+day
rally
ram
ramen
ramp
ranch
random
range
rangefinder
ranger
rap
rapids
raptor
rare
raspberry
rat
rattlesnake
rave
raven
raw
ray
razor
reach
reader
reading
ready
real
real+estate
reality
rear
rebel
reception
recession
recipe
recital
reconstruction
record
recovery
recreation
recycling
red
red+hair
red+light
red+panda
red+wine
redhead
redwood
reeds
reef
reenactment
refinery
reflection
reflector
reflex
refraction
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refrigerator
refuge
regal
regatta
reggae
regional
rehearsal
reindeer
relax
relay
release
relic
relief
religion
religious
remains
remember
remembrance
remix
remodel
remote
renaissance
renovation
rent
rental
repair
repetition
replica
reportage
reporter
reptile
republic
republican
rescue
research
reserve
reservoir
residence
residential
resistance
resort
respect
rest
restaurant
restoration
restroom
retail
retirement
retreat
retriever
retro
return
reunion
reuse
reverse
review
revolution
rhino
rhinoceros
rhododendron
rhubarb
ribbon
ribs
rice
rich
rick
rickshaw
ride
rider
ridge
rifle
rig
right
rim
ring
rink
riot
rip
ripples
rise
risk
risotto
ritual
river
riverbank
riverfront
riverside
riviera
road
road+sign
road+trip
roadside
roadsign
roadster
roast
rob
robe
robot
rock
rock+and+roll
rock+band
rock+climbing
rockabilly
rocket
rocky
rod
rodent
rodeo
roger
roll
roller
roller+coaster
roller+derby
roman
romance
romantic
romeo
roof
rooftop
room
rooster
roots
rope
rose
rose+garden
rosemary
rot
rotary
rotten
rotunda
rough
round
roundabout
roundhouse
route
rover
row
rowan
royal
royalty
rubber
rubbish
rubble
ruby
rug
rugby
ruins
rules
rum
runner
running
runway
rural
rush
rush+hour
rust
rustic
rusty
rye
sable
sacred
sad
saddle
safari
safe
safety
sage
saguaro
sailboat
sailing
sailor
saint
sake
salad
salamander
sale
sally
salmon
salon
saloon
salsa
salt
salute
samba
sample
samurai
sanctuary
sand
sand+dunes
sandals
sandcastle
sandstone
sandwich
santa
santa+claus
sap
sari
satellite
saturation
sauce
saucer
sausage
save
saw
sax
saxophone
scaffolding
scale
scan
scanner
scar
scarecrow
scared
scarf
scarlet
scary
scene
scenery
scenic
school
school+bus
sci-fi
science
science+fiction
science+museum
scissors
scooter
score
scoreboard
scorpion
scotch
scout
scrabble
scrap
scratch
scream
screen
screw
script
scuba
sculpture
sea
sea+lion
sea+turtle
seafood
seafront
seagull
seahorse
seal
seaplane
seaport
search
sears
seascape
seashell
seashore
seaside
season
seat
seawall
seaweed
second
second+life
secret
security
sedan
seeds
select
self+portrait
selfie
seller
selling
semi
seminar
senate
senior
sensual
sepia
sequence
sequoia
serene
series
serious
serpent
serpentine
server
service
session
set
setup
seven
sewer
sewing
sexy
shack
shade
shadow
shaft
shake
shallow
shamrock
shape
shard
share
shark
sharp
sharpie
shave
shawl
shed
sheep
sheet
shelf
shell
shelter
shelves
shepherd
shield
shift
shine
shingle
shiny
ship
shipwreck
shipyard
shirt
shirtless
shit
shock
shoes
shooting
shop
shop+window
shopping+cart
shopping+mall
shore
shoreline
short
shot
shotgun
shoulder
shovel
show
showcase
shower
showroom
shrimp
shrine
shrub
shutter
shuttle
shy
siblings
sick
side
sidewalk
sierra
siesta
sight
sightseeing
sigma
sign
signage
signal
signature
signpost
silence
silent
silhouette
silk
silly
silo
silver
simple
simplicity
sin
singer
singing
single
sink
sister
site
sitting
size
ska
skate
skate+park
skateboard
skater
skeleton
sketch
sketchbook
ski
skin
skinny
skip
skirt
skull
sky
skydiving
skylight
skyline
skyscraper
slate
sledding
sleeping
sleepy
slice
slide
slippers
slogan
slope
slot
sloth
slow
slow+shutter
slug
slush
small
small+town
smart
smash
smell
smile
smiley
smith
smog
smoke
smoker
smokestack
smooth
smoothie
snack
snail
snake
snap
snapshot
sneakers
snoopy
snorkeling
snow
snowball
snowboard
snowdrops
snowfall
snowflake
snowman
snowshoe
snowstorm
snowy
soap
soccer
social
society
socks
soda
sofa
soft
softball
software
soil
solar
soldier
sole
solidarity
solitary
solitude
solo
solstice
sombrero
somerset
son
song
sonic
souk
soul
sound
soup
source
south
southeast
southern
southwest
souvenir
soy
spa
space
space+needle
space+shuttle
spaceship
spaghetti
spam
spaniel
sparkle
sparklers
sparks
sparrow
speaker
special
spectacle
spectators
spectrum
speech
speed
speedway
spelling
sphere
sphinx
spice
spicy
spider
spider+web
spiderweb
spike
spiky
spill
spinach
spine
spinning
spiral
spire
spirit
spiritual
spit
spitfire
splash
split
spokes
sponge
spooky
spoon
sport
sports+car
spot
spotlight
spray
spray+paint
spread
spree
spring
springtime
sprinkler
sprinkles
sprint
sprite
sprout
spruce
spy
squares
squash
squat
squid
squirrel
stable
stack
stadium
staff
stag
stage
stained
stained+glass
stainedglass
stainless
stainless+steel
staircase
stairs
stairway
stairwell
stalk
stall
stamen
stamp
stand
standard
staples
star
star+trek
star+wars
stare
starfish
stark
starling
stars+and+stripes
start
state
state+fair
station
statue
statue+of+liberty
steak
steam
steam+engine
steam+train
steamboat
steel
steep
steeple
stein
stem
stencil
steps
stereo
sterling
stern
stew
stick
sticker
sticky
still
still+life
stilts
sting
stingray
stitch
stock
stolen
stone
stone+wall
stonework
stool
stop
stop+sign
storage
store
storefront
stork
storm
stormy
story
stout
stove
straight
strand
strange
stranger
strap
straw
strawberry
stray
streaks
stream
street
street+art
street+food
street+lamp
street+light
street+performer
street+photography
street+scene
street+sign
streetcar
streetlamp
streetlight
streetscape
strength
stress
stretch
strike
string
strip
stripes
strobe
stroll
stroller
strong
structure
stucco
stuck
students
studio
study
stuff
stuffed
stuffed+animal
stump
stunning
stunt
stupid
style
sub
submarine
suburban
suburbia
suburbs
subway
succulent
sue
sugar
suicide
suit
suitcase
summer
summertime
summit
sumo
sun
sunbathing
sunbeam
sunburst
sundial
sundown
sunflower
sunglasses
sunlight
sunny
sunny+day
sunrays
sunrise
sunset
sunshine
super
superhero
superior
superman
supermarket
supper
supplies
support
surf
surface
surfboard
surfer
surgery
surprise
surreal
surrey
surveillance
survey
sushi
suspension
suspension+bridge
sustainability
swag
swallow
swallowtail
swamp
swan
swap
sweat
sweater
sweet
swift
swimmer
swimming
swimming+pool
swimsuit
swing
swirl
switch
sword
sycamore
symbol
symmetry
symphony
synagogue
syrup
system
tabby
table
tablecloth
tablet
tacos
tag
tail
take
takeoff
talent
talk
tall
tall+ship
taller
tan
tandem
tango
tank
tanker
tap
tapas
tape
tapestry
tar
tarantula
target
tarmac
tart
tasting
tasty
tattoo
tavern
taxi
taxidermy
tea
teacher
teaching
teacup
teal
team
teapot
tears
tech
techno
technology
ted
teddy
teddy+bear
tee
teen
teenager
teeth
telegraph
telephone
telephone+pole
telephoto
telescope
television
temperature
temple
tempo
tender
tennis
tent
tequila
terminal
tern
terrace
terracotta
terrier
terror
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terry
testing
text
textile
texture
thanks
thatch
theater
theme
theme+park
thermal
thermometer
thin
things
thinking
third
thistle
thorns
thought
thread
thrift
throw
thumb
thunder
thunderstorm
thyme
ticket
tidal
tide
tie
tier
tiger
tights
tiles
tilt
tilt+shift
timber
time
timer
times+square
tin
tiny
tip
tired
tit
titanic
toad
toadstool
toast
toaster
tobacco
today
toddler
toes
tofu
together
toilet
tomato
tomb
tombstone
tone
tongue
tools
tooth
toothbrush
top
topaz
topiary
topless
tor
torch
torn
tornado
torso
tortilla
tortoise
torture
total
totem
toucan
touch
tour
tourism
tourist
tournament
tow
towel
tower
town
town+hall
toy
trace
tracks
tractor
trade
traditional
traffic
traffic+jam
traffic+light
trail
trailer
train
train+station
train+tracks
trainer
tram
trampoline
tramway
tranquil
trans
transformers
transit
translucent
transparent
transport
trap
trash
trash+can
travel
tray
treasure
treat
tree
trek
trellis
trial
triangle
triathlon
tribal
tribe
tribute
trick
tricycle
trike
trim
trinity
trio
trip
triple
tripod
triptych
triumph
troll
trolley
trombone
trophy
tropical
trouble
trout
troy
truck
trump
trumpet
trunk
trust
truth
tsunami
tub
tuba
tube
tudor
tug
tugboat
tulip
tuna
tuning
tunnel
turbine
turbo
turkey
turn
turner
turntable
turquoise
turret
turtle
tutorial
tux
tuxedo
tv
tv+tower
twig
twilight
twins
twisted
type
typewriter
typhoon
typo
typography
ugly
ukulele
ultimate
ultra
ultrasound
umbrella
uncle
underground
underpass
underwater
underwear
unicorn
unicycle
uniform
union
union+jack
unique
united
unity
university
unknown
unusual
upper
upside+down
upstate
uptown
urban
urban+art
urban+decay
urban+exploration
urinal
urn
used
utility
vacant
vacation
vacuum
vague
vale
valentine
valley
valve
vampire
van
vandalism
vanilla
vanishing+point
vanity
vapor
vase
vault
vector
vegan
vegetables
vegetarian
veggies
vehicle
veil
veins
velvet
vending
vending+machine
vendor
vent
venue
vertical
vertigo
vespa
vessel
vest
vet
veterans
viaduct
vibrant
victor
victory
video+game
videos
vie
view
viewpoint
vignette
vignetting
viking
villa
village
vine
vineyard
vintage
vinyl
viola
violence
violet
violin
viper
virgin
virgin+mary
virtual
vision
visit
visitors
vista
visual
vita
vitrine
viva
vivid
vodka
voice
volcanic
volcano
volleyball
volunteer
voodoo
vortex
vote
voyage
vulture
waffle
wagon
waiter
waiting
wake
wales
walk
walker
walkway
wall
wallaby
wallet
wallpaper
walnut
wand
war
ward
warehouse
warm
warmth
warning
warren
warrior
warthog
wasabi
washing
wasp
waste
watch
watchtower
water
water+drops
water+fountain
water+lily
water+tower
watercolor
waterfall
waterfowl
waterfront
waterlily
watermelon
waterway
waves
wax
way
weapon
wear
weather
weaving
web
website
wedding
wedding+cake
wedding+dress
weed
week
weekend
weight
weir
weird
welcome
welding
well
wellington
welsh
west
western
wet
wetlands
whale
wharf
wheat
wheel
wheelbarrow
wheelchair
whiskers
whiskey
whistler
white
white+house
whiteboard
whitewater
wicked
wicker
wide
wide+angle
wife
wig
wild
wild+flowers
wilderness
wildfire
wildflowers
wildlife
willow
win
wind
wind+farm
wind+turbine
windmill
window
windowsill
windshield
windsurfing
windy
wine
wine+tasting
winery
wings
winner
winter
wire
wireless
wisdom
wish
wisteria
witch
wizard
wolf
wolverine
wolves
woman
women
wonder
wonderland
wood
wooden
woodland
woodpecker
woodwork
woody
wool
words
work
workers
workshop
world
worm
worn
worship
wow
wrap
wreath
wreck
wren
wrestling
wright
wrinkles
wrist
writer
writing
wrong
wrought+iron
yacht
yard
yarn
yawn
years
yellow
yoga
yogurt
young
youth
yucca
yum
yummy
zebra
zen
zeppelin
zero
zipper
zodiac
zombie
zone
zoo
zoom
zucchini
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